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Editor’s note:

Articles in this issue of News and Views
are written by your fellow international
students. Please appreciate their writing
and read with joy!
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RANDOM
Misty,
At dawn of dusk,
The loving hate of death
One blank paper page of fullness,
Bathos.
Day night,
Dangerous safe,
Pleased disappointment, purely crude,
Sidereal.
Brain dead.
Tear drops of yearn,

Atrous oxymoron,
Blazing will towards liberty,
Freedom.

By Dennis Zhang
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Book review: Living With The Enemy
Author: Freddie Knoller with John Landaw
Genre: Autobiography
From reading the book I learned about the jorney that Freddie had gone through in the holocaust before returning to live
an ordinary life.
Freddie was born in 1921. Growing up in Vienna, Austria, he
spoke fluent German. Though he was not recognised as a German by the real Germans! Why? Simply because he is a Jew.
He faced difficulties growing up as a teen; discrimination
against him at school; persecution of his family. One day he
fled Vienna and went on a miserable yet unforgettable journey - travelling Europe, dating a French woman, working as a
pimp and more! Also had a horrible and unpleasant experience under the furious, blood-thirsty Nazi regime.
Descriptions in the book were precise and vivid. Reading the
book is like accompanying Freddie. I can experience the joy
and tears he had! The suspense was built up effectively and so
were the characters (based on reality).
Overall I recommend you read this book. It is so intense that
as soon as you pick it up you will not stop reading! You can
gain more information about the life of a holocaust survivor in
the meantime, which is highly educational.

By Adrian Ling
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Adventure at Brenscombe
Two buses full of excited first formers left school on
2nd October, we were off to Brenscombe for two
days of activities! Yes! No school work!!
After a boring 90 minutes on the bus we arrived in
Brenscombe. At my first glance the building looked
old and I wondered if I would enjoy myself. First of
all we had to make our own beds, the boarders were
better than the day pupils because we have practice at
the Manor!
Later on after supper and some free time we went on a
night walk. We learned how to use torches to make
morse code to talk to each other and later we studied
the stars. This was going to be fun after all.
Of the three activities we did I enjoyed archery and air
rifle shooting the most. Sadly I didn't hit the target
when shooting but I did with archery!!
Brenscombe was a good place to make new friends
and try new activities.

By Tigre Bowonnaowarux
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Book Review: Pig Heart Boy

This is a book review of 'Pig Heart Boy', by Malorie
Blackman. It was published in 2011. However, the first
edition was published in 1997. Also, it is fiction with a
varied range of vocabulary.
It is about a thirteen-year old boy Cameron who had unfortunately caught a viral infection two years ago and desperately needed a heart transplantation. Despite the fact
that there was not any human heart he could use for transplantation, a doctor, Dr Bryce (a specialist in transgenics)
suggested Cameron should have a pig heart instead! Cameron's father agreed. On the other hand, Cameron's mother
completely objected... In the end, Cameron chose to have
the pig heart transplantation because he wanted to become
a good brother to take care of his little brother and be like
other boys at his age (playing football etc).
This story makes me feel for all the characters all the way
through. Especially there are some places in the book regarding how Cameron's classmates treated him badly after
they knew he had a pig heart. It was very upsetting!
I definitely recommend this book to everyone because
good health is not something that everyone has so I learnt
I need to cherish what I have and complain
less. Moreover, although decisions sometimes are hard to make, if you have confidence in yourself, sometimes a risk is worth
taken rather than just give up.
By Tiffany Lun
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FLY LIKE A BIRD, SWIM LIKE A FISH-WATER SKIING:
Why did I choose waterskiing? That’s a good question, but with an
easy answer which is only 1 word. Fun! There are people that say that
it is dangerous and that it is not enjoyable, but I can tell you that it is
the best sport in the world, and is not dangerous. I started when I was
7. I went to a summer camp just for 5 days with my 2 cousins and my
siblings. And I can tell you that I will never forget this five days. Since
the end of these days I have been going to this summer camp every
year, because it was awesome. I like it because it is on the water, it’s a
fast moving sport. I love when I can feel the wind in my face and you
can always improve.
As I said before, I practice this sport on the lake, but I also practice it
on the sea with my family’s boat. However on the sea is completely
different. It is more difficult but also sometimes more fun, because
when there are waves you can actually fly, although there is more danger. As mentioned, there are so many improvements- you can go with
two skis (the first thing) then with one ski (which is called slalom) and
you can go faster and faster at the same time that you are doing a
course of buoys with less and less rope. Other types are wakeboarding,
figures, barefoot and jumping.
I’d recommend it as a hobby because it is fun, creative and with a lot
of improvement. However, if you don’t like the water and you give up
quickly it is not your sport.
There are only two bad things which are that I only can do it in summer, and in specific times at that is quite expensive. Anyway, it’s one
of the things that gives life to my summer, and that makes it the best
season of the
year.

By Bruno Ehlis
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Book review

The book I’m going to talk about is called ‘There will be
lies’ by Nick Lake.
The book is about a girl whose name is Shelby Jane
Cooper. She lives with her mom. Her mom wants to keep
Shelby safe - so safe that she won’t let Shelby go anywhere! So safe that she’s never been to school! Safe as a
new born baby. When a car hit Shelby, it’s the beginning
and the end of everything. Her mom drags her away from
her old life. All she can rely on is the lies she’s been told.
It's a fantasy story - so that it’s not a true story. It keeps me
reading because the book gives you the feeling that you
never know what’s going to happen next.
The way the author wrote it is really interesting, he can really describe the characters well, can make fell the character in
the book.
I recommend this book because I can learn some writing
skills and new vocabulary—I think that’s the most important

thing.

By Will Pan

The Art of Being Normal

Bookreview

Two oudsiders- A transgender boy called David, and
Leo isolated from his classmates, find their fairy tale in
transformatic and surprising ways at Eden Parc Secondary School.
The entire book is in the present tense which gives the
reader a pace of urgency and makes the reader surprised
by several plot twists. It keeps the book fascinating and
allows the reader to unfold the puzzle. Lisa Williamson
uses the first person and achieves large surprises.
The Art of Being normal is an unlike novel and explains
transgender issues in remarkable ways. The author
makes the reader sympathetic and reflective. It keeps
the pages turning and stimulates curiosity.
I enjoyed reading this book since it is unique and special. I would recommend this book to people who feel
uncomfortable in their body as it makes you strong and
understood by people with the same issue.

By Hannah Scheuermann
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My favorite club
Rifle shooting Club

Rifle shooting is one of my favorite hobbies. What makes it interesting is that it doesn’t require much
skills, the only skill is to keep your hands steady. The first time I Had done Rifle shooting was in
Guam. I found out that I was quite good at it even I didn’t have the best eyesight. After the unforgettable experience, I was determined to do it more, so when I first heard of the club in school, I had no
doubt of joining it. At the club we fire .22 rifles in a range near school. Even though .22 is a much
smaller rifle, we all had fun in the club.in the club we only shoot with a long .22 Rifle and with a red
dot scope on. The range is about a 100m long so it requires a good eyesight to actually see the targets.
We usually fire 3 shots on a target and in total we Fire around 15 shells minimum. Rifle shooting is my
favorite club in school and I enjoy it very much.

This is a .22 long Rifle (this is not exactly the one, the on in the club as a scope on it )

The one in the middle is the one we fire in the Rifle shooting Club(.22 is a rather small ammo)

By Fergus Cheung
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By Isaac Yan
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Staying with a host family
The host family I stay with are a couple who live in Devizes. Both
of them are friendly and kind. They have a boy who is at university. I
never talk to him. He usually isn’t at home. They also have a cat
called Charlie. It is a fat cat. It likes to go outside and come back and
sleep on a bed in the house sometimes. Sometimes a friend who
comes from Norway come and stay with us too.
The house is not big but it’s cosy. There are 4 bedrooms and it can
fit only 6 people. We normally have breakfast about 9 o’clock. They
don’t cook lunch for me but they can make toasty. We have dinner together when we always have garlic bread with it which is very nice. I
like their food. After dinner we play cards together for about 1 hour.
The card games are UNO and 21. In my free time I chat with my
friends from Thailand and that is problem. My chatting is loud in a
small house so after they found out about that, they made a room for
me. They also have a Wii that we sometimes play with. If we want to
go somewhere, they are able to drive you there .They are best host
family ever.
Staying with a host family makes me learn British traditions. They
have late breakfast and don’t have lunch everyday (brunch). In the
house there are carpets everywhere except in the toilet. I know that
they keep our feet warm but I come from Thailand, a hot country. So
it’s quite weird for me.

By Tin Maicharoensre
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Our House-a London love story
'Our house' is going to be the biggest drama production of the year and it has the biggest cast ever at
Dauntsey's. Being part of the tech crew was a precious
opportunity to learn. Beforehand we were delegated into different sections-Kenneth was the hero in charge
of the haze effects; Billy was the man for the spot
lights and Graeme did the general lighting.
The set of this play was not as big as last year's
'Les Miserable', however, we were a bit unorganised.
The lights didn't arrive until a few days before the
tech rehearsal. Busy setting up the lights as well as
practicing our parts, the whole tech crews was a bit
stressed. Luckily, everything went fine!
For me, it was a totally new experience as I have
never touched a spot light before. Concentration is
needed every single second!!! Can't even blink once!!!!
Despite the fact that I did pretty badly on Thursday
because my hands shock A LOT, I finished the play
with NO shakes! Despite feeling horrified at first, I
really enjoyed being part of the tech team.
Kenneth slept, ate and drank the show! So much so, he
ended up in the San.

By Billy Ko and Kenneth Ng
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Horse riding at Grovely
Since Dauntsey’s doesn’t have its own horse riding school, they arranged a place for
us to horse ride outside the main school site. The name of that school is Grovely, and it is a
45 minute drive from the main school site.
The bus for horse riding leaves at 4:15pm after school. Upper school on Tuesdays
and lower school on Thursdays. Buses for the horse riding bus are located opposite to the
swimming pool, where you normally get off from a bus in the morning.
When we arrive at Grovely, we are separated into two groups, the advanced and the
intermediate. The advanced goes riding first, while the intermediate grooms, and sets the
ponies out to the fields that have been previously used by other students. We switch after
the advanced has finished riding. Each group gets to ride for approximately 30 minutes.
I have to say, grooming a horse isn’t easy and not exactly very thrilling, it takes a
long time and a lot of effort. But the more you do it, the more familiar you become and
faster at grooming horses. When I first joined horse riding, I was absolutely terrified. Because I knew nothing about horses and didn’t know how to ride a horse properly. Luckily,
the instructors there were very friendly and led me throughout the whole half term. Thanks
to their amazing effort, now I know how to walk, trot, canter and jump on a horse.
You may ask, how do they know what horse suits you best? Well, the horse that is
allocated to you really depends on your height and weight. The horse that has been allocated to me is called Austin. He has a brownish black mane and has patterns on his body including black, white and brown.
The most exciting thing I’ve done so far at Grovely is jumping. I was terrified when
I first started jumping, I felt like I was going to fall off a horse. But later on after I’ve practiced multiple times, I found it really thrilling and fun to jump on a horse. I would absolutely recommend horse riding to other pupils in Dauntsey’s. Not only is it fun, but it is also
worth giving a try to experience how it feels to be on a horse.

By Chloe Chan
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AutumN.
The fallen leaves...
It was that time of the year again- all the leaves were falling, colours around were gradually
changing and the weather started to get chilly. Katie and Bern came home together excitedly and were so ready to play in the fiery leaves. “Both of you have fun! But be careful, only
in these areas kids.” Their parents shouted from the window. “We will!” Both giggled and
trotted along the road to their ‘secret garden’. They were what they call themselves ‘best
friends forever’ and had been neighbours since they were in their mummies’ tummies.
“Let’s ride horses!” Bern suggested, he pretended to wave his hands up and down, “Giddy
up! Giddy up!” Katie started laughing at him and copied him.
They opened up the mini gate to their garden, and both looked surprisingly at each other.
The view in front of them was shocking! Thick layers of leaves piled up to the height of
their thighs. “Green! Yellow! Red!... are you thinking what I’m thinking?” They cried coincidentally in unison “LEAF FIGHT!!” Bern chucked a pile of leaves at Katie; Katie
smirked and teased, “Come on?!” Bern ran towards her, Katie held on to his shoulders, he
lost balance “Ahhhh!”, and pushed! “YAH!”said Katie happily, “You beat me last time,
don’t you dare think about it this time.” Just as she was laughing, Bern secretly pulled her
arms, and she fell. “Well you never know,” chuckled Bern and both laughed joyfully. They
lay on the bed of leaves, enjoyed the fresh air, the wind kissed their soft cheeks and the
marshmallow clouds floated above, and so ended this beautiful memory. While their days
began to change terribly ever after that time.
Katie moved away soon to the countryside after her mother’s death from a terrible car
crash when she was only 7. Katie suddenly changed so much. No matter how much Bern
tried to tease her or to cheer her up, her response would always be, silence. Bern didn’t understand why she ignored him but felt sorry in a way. Though he played with his other
friends, yet he always tried to protect her whilst he could. But there never was a smile
shown on her face ever afterwards. Every one in the school was rude to her, “You, nomother-child! Fetch that pencil to me.” If she didn’t obey they would all beat her up after
school, since she always tried to hide away from Bern after lessons.
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But she genuinely did not care about it all, she never obeyed, never moaned, never spoke.
All she did was get stronger each day and work hard. Probably that’s the reason why she
left school soon too, to somewhere no one knew about her background, where she could be
happy, where her smile would appear again…

They had not met for years. Children grew older, both living apart. 10 years later on that
special day, Bern went to the secret garden as he had done all these years: he opened the
rusty gates, creaking, and wished it could be different this year; but no, beds of fiery leaves
up to his knees fell. Everything that had happened 10 years ago came into his mind: Katie’s
laughter, her beautiful smile, her wavy brown hair which smelt like sweet strawberry… all
came in suddenly. Bern closed the gate disappointedly, turned around……………
…….. and when he looked up the most surprising thing happened- it was Katie! Wearing a
flowery skirt with plain white shoes, and the same purple scrunchie she had worn 10 years
before. Bern’s mouth dropped immediately, eyes wide open, shocked by this surprise and
especially Katie’s beauty. “Happy birthday,” he said finally. Katie smiled joyfully. “It’s
amazing to meet you again; I came every year on your birthday but… you’ve never shown
up.” Katie said distressed. There was a pause of silence, then both of them looked at each
other at last. Maybe there was a secret they had both kept from each other, but now they
were reunited nothing else mattered more.
“LEAF FIGHT!!”
By Mabel Lok
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Design your own Dauntsey’s Monopoly !!!
Places:
1.Head master house
2.Mem. Hall

3.Medical Centre
4.Evans
5.Jeanne
6.Fitz
7.Mercers
8.Hemens
9.Farmer
10.Lambert
11.King Reynolds
12.Science block
13.Swimming pool
14.Olive Building
15.EAL
16.Annabelles
17.Sports hall
18.Pavillion

19. Cricket Pavillion
Add these places to the template, add values by yourself,
and use the cards provided to play your very own
Dauntsey’s Monopoly !
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Monopoly rules
Before game starts, each player receives same amount of money. (£1500)
A player acts as bank, who own properties, hold auction of properties and receive tax
Throw the dice to start moving.
Owned property:
You have to give the owner money according to the amount printed on the Title
Deed card when you land on them
Unowned property:
You can either choose to buy it or just move on when you land on them
Community Chest / Chance:
Take the top card from the pile. (*”Get Out From Jail Free Card” can be sold)
Tax spaces:
Pay tax to the bank according to amount listed
Properties and hotel:
You must own all properties in the same colour group to purchase the hotel
Mortgages:
The bank can set their own interest rate. Property owners can also set their own
rent mortgage
Bankruptcy:
If you owe more than you can pay, you are bankrupt. If you own houses or hotels, return them to bank in exchange for money. If you still can’t pay taxes and
penalties, the bank will receive all of your properties and you are out of the
game
*The last player left in the game/ own a highest total is the winner.
Enjoy !

By Marcus Liu and Iint Ekwongviriya
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